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Abstract-The analysis and implementation of finite element methods for problems with 
inhomogeneous essential boundary conditions are considered. The results are given for linear 
second order elliptic partial differential equations and for the nonlinear stationary Navier-Stokes 
equations. For certain easily implemented boundary treatments, optimal error estimates and 
numerical examples are provided for problems posed on polyhedral domains. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to examine the approximation of solutions of boundary value 
problems with inhomogeneous essential boundary conditions such as the inhomogeneous 
Dirichlet problem for second order elliptic partial differential equations. A classical 
method for treating such problems is to transform the given problem into one with 
homogeneous boundary conditions by subtracting from the desired solution a known 
function satisfying the given boundary data. For example, for the problem 
-Au=f in R (1.1) 
u=gon I (1.2) 
where, say, 0 is a bounded domain in lR* with boundary I, one can show, under certain 
hypotheses on the smoothness of g (there is little need for us to be too precise at this point) 
that there exists a function g*, defined over 51, such that g& = g. Then, with o = u - g*, 
(1.1) and (1.2) are transformed to 
- Au = Ag* + f in R (1.3) 
v=o on I, (1.4) 
which is a problem with homogeneous boundary data that can be approximated and 
analyzed by standard techniques[2, 5, 161. However, approximating the solution of (1.3) 
and (1.4) requires the expficit knowledge of the function g.+. Unfortunately, for general 
regions Q and general data g, constructing the extension g* is a problem as difficult as 
our original problem (1 .lE( 1.2). Indeed, such extensions are often defined implicitly to be 
solutions of elliptic partial differential equations. Therefore, this method of treating the 
inhomogeneous boundary condition (1.2), although easy to analyze, is of little practical 
interest. 
tThis work was performed with the support of the Army Research Office under contract number 
DAAG-29-80-C-0081 (GJF) and by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under grant numbers AF-AFOSR- 
80-0083 (MDG) and AF-AFOSR-80-0176 (JSP). 
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A second way of treating the inhomogeneity in (1.2) is to amend the weak formulation 
of the problem so that the boundary condition becomes natural for that principle. Two 
methods which accomplish this are the penalty method[5] and the method of Lagrange 
multipliers[2]. The first of these yields approximations which converge at a suboptimal 
rate. The second requires the introduction of an additional variable, the Lagrange 
multiplier, defined on the boundary I, and, in general, requires the use of different grids 
for the unknown u and the Lagrange multiplier. 
In this work we consider practical methods for approximating the solution of (1 .l)-( 1.2) 
wherein the inhomogeneous data g is replaced by an approximation gh. Such methods are 
considered in [15], where gh is chosen to be an interpolant of g, and in [3], where gh is 
chosen to be a generalized interpolant of g. Here, we further consider choosing gh to be 
an interpolant and also consider another practical choice for gh, namely a suitable 
projection of the boundary data g. 
In Section 2 we consider the analysis and implementation of such methods for second 
order elliptic partial differential equations, paying particular attention to the error 
measured in the L’(R)-norm. In Section 3 we treat similar methods for the Navier-Stokes 
equations whose solutions describe viscous incompressible flows. Sample numerical results 
are provided in both sections. All analysis and computations are performed for polygonal 
domains R. This, of course, simplifies our tasks, but it also allows for the role of the 
inhomogeneous data g to become clearly evident, and not be obscured by other 
phenomena such as curved boundaries. The methods of [3,6,7,10,15, 18,191 may be used 
to handle the additional difficulties engendered by curved boundaries. 
2. SECOND ORDER ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS 
In order to avoid technical complications which are not germaine to the subject 
considered here, we consider the simple problem (l.l)-( 1.2). All results of this section 
extend in a straightforward manner to more general second order elliptic problems. At 
various points within this section we remark concerning more general problems. 
To begin with we introduce the function spaces and norms which are used in the sequel. 
For r a non-negative integer we have the Sobolev space[l] 
where u is a multi-index, with norm 
Note that Ho(Q) = L2(R). We will need the constrained space 
H,‘(R) = {ueH’(R): v = 0 on I}. 
For r a positive integer, we also will need the fractional order Sobolev space[l] H’-(“2)(IJ 
which is the range space of the trace operator taking functions in H’(Q) to the boundary 
r. A norm for H’-(“*)(I-) is defined by 
In addition, we will need the Sobolev space of negative order H-‘(R) which is the dual 
space of H’(R), and is equipped with the norm 
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Through interpolation, we may also define fractional Sobolev spaces for functions defined 
on R. We may also easily define integer and negative order Sobolev spaces for functions 
defined on the boundary r. See [l] for details. 
The standard Galerkin weak formulation of (1.1~(1.2) is, given g EN”‘(IJ and 
f E H - l(Q), to seek a function u EH’(R) such that u Ir = g and 
s Vu . Vu dR = fv dQ Vu EH~‘(R). R s n (2.1) 
In order to define the approximate problem, we choose a finite dimensional subspace 
Sk c H’(R) and define 
S,’ E {v’ES’: vk = 0 on I-}. 
With R a polyhedron, S,” c H,‘(Cl). We next choose a function gk which is in Srh, the 
restriction of Sk to the boundary r, and which presumably approximates g. Below we 
discuss two possible choices for gh. Having chosen gkeSrh, our approximate problem is, 
given ~EH -‘(a), to seek a u’ES’ such that ~‘(r =gk and 
s Vuh. Vv’dS2 = fv” dR VV~ES,,~. n s n (2.2) 
Note that our approximate problem may also be viewed as a discretization of the perturbed 
continuous problem 
-Ari=f in Sz 
U”=gh on r. 
Implementation 
The implementation of this method is straightforward. To illustrate, let us consider 
(l.l)-(1.2) with R being a polygonal region in R2, with Sk being a continuous piecewise 
polynomial space, and with gk being the interpolant of g along r. Specifically, let us choose 
Sk to be a Lagrangian finite element space and let {q,(x, y)};= , be the usual finite element 
basis for Sh, i.e. (pi(xk,yk) = S,,, where xk, y, is a node. Then we have that 
J 
nk = 1 c,~o,(x,JJ) where Cj= U’(Xj,_Y,). 
J=l 
Here J coincides with the number of nodes and (Xi, y,) are the coordinates of the jth node. 
Now, if we divide the nodes into interior nodes, which we number {x,, y,>,“, , and boundary 
nodes (x,, y,};, ,,,+ r, we may write 
gCxj3 Y$Pj(x~ Y) 
/=l /=N+l 
where we used the fact that ~“(r = gk and that gk is the Srk-interpolant of g along r. Then 
the discrete problem (2.2) is equivalent to the matrix problem AC = b where the N x N 
matrix A has elements given by 
(A),= 
s 
Vqi.VqjddR for 1 <i,j IN 
R 
and the N vectors c and b have components ci and 
bi=- i g(xj,YJ) Vqi.VqjdQ+ 
s 
fqidR for 1 <i<N, (2.3) 
j=N+l cl 
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respectively. The matrix A is just the standard stiffness matrix for the Laplace operator 
with homogeneous boundary conditions and the inhomogeneity in the boundary condition 
(1.2) appears in the right hand side of our matrix problem. Note that (2.3) requires 
knowledge of g only at the boundary and therefore the explicit construction of an extension 
of g into the interior is not required. 
Error estimates 
Let Sh c H’(R) be a finite dimensional vector space parametrized by a parameter h 
which is usually related to the grid size or the number of unknowns. Throughout, C will 
denote a constant, taking different values in different instances. We assume that there exists 
a k 2 1 such that Sh possesses the approximation property 
inf IIw - wh\ls I Ch’-sllw llr 
A.9 
(2.4) 
for s = 0, 1 and 1 I I 5 k + 1. For example, (2.4) holds if Sh consists of piecewise 
polynomials of degree < k. We assume that a similar approximation property holds on 
Sob. In particular, if w E:H’(R) n H,‘(Q), we will use 
,if jlw - wh/, I Ch'-'Ilwll,. 
lJh 
We further assume that the space Srh possesses the approximation property 
inf /Iv - vhl(O,r I Chr-(1’2) 1111 llr-(,,2),r. 
ok&- 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
The weak formulations of the continuous and discrete problems are given by (2.1) and 
(2.2), respectively, where u(r = g and ah],- = ghcS,h are required. The error estimate in the 
H’-norm is straightforward and can be found in, e.g.[16]. First we let u = u”~S,h c H,‘(R) 
in (2.1) and then subtract (2.2) from (2.1) to obtain the orthogonality 
I V(u - u”) . Vvh dR = 0 VU~ES,,“. n 
Then, for any rih~Sh such that li”[r = gh, we have that 
(2.7) 
s V(uh - fib) Vvh dS2 = s V(u - Gh). Vvh dR Vvh~S,h. n R 
Choosing vh = uh - lih~Sgh, we have, for some constant C > 0, 
llUh - lihll, 2 cl/u -q,, 
where, of course, we have used the fact that on H,‘(Q), the seminorm 
is actually a norm. Since tih is arbitrary we have, by the triangle inequality, that 
jlu - ah111 5 C&$f 1Ju - Chll,. (2.8) 
I?+ = gh 
In order to derive the L’(Q)-error estimate we will start with the adjoint problem 
-Aw=u-uh in R (2.9) 
w=o on I (2.10) 
Problems having inhomogeneous essential boundary conditions 
or, in a weak form we seek a w E&‘(Q) such that 
s Vu . VW dCI = (u - u”)u dCI Vu E&‘(R). n s n 
We assume that the solution w of (2.11) satisfies the estimate [13] 
Then, standard trace theorems [l] yield that 
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(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
We also assume that iffEH’-*(a) and g EH’-(“‘)(T), where r 2 1, then the solution u of 
(1 .l)-( 1.2), or more precisely, of the associated weak formulation (2. l), is in H’(0) and 
satisfies the estimate 
lI” IL 5 C{llfll~-2 + l/g ll~-ww~~ (2.14) 
For the problems (l.l)-(1.2) and (2.9)-(2.10), the estimates (2.12) and (2.14) require certain 
restrictions on the domain 0, e.g. convexity. For more general second order elliptic 
problems, these estimates also presuppose sufficient smoothness of the coefficients of the 
partial differential ‘equation[l3]. We can now prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1 
Given f~H-l(fi) and gEZ-I”*(T) so that the solution u of(2.1) belongs to H’(R). Let 
w EH*(Q) be the solution of(2.9b(2.10). Let uh be the solution of (2.2) satisfying u”Jr = gh 
where gheSrh is some approximation to g. Then 
IIU - U*l(o 5 C{h (Iu - Uhl(l +IIf? -gh(l -wz),r}. (2.15) 
Proof. Since g EH’/‘(~), there exists a g*EH’(R) such that g& = g [l]. Since ghcSrh, 
we may easily construct a function g!&czSh t H’(R) such that gi\r =gh. Now, let 
u0 E u - g*EHO’(R) and u,, h = uh - g!&EZ&‘@). In (2.1 l), let u = u0 - uoh~HO’(Q) so that 
* 
s 
(u - u”)(h - ugh) da = V(u, - ugh) . VW dR 
n s n 
= V(u-uh).VwdQ- V(g,-g$)VwdQ 
s n s R 
= 
s 
V(u - u”) . VW dCI + (g* - g$_)Aw dC,I 
R s R 
- 
s I- 
(g -g”)gdI- 
where the next to last integral is well defined since w EH~(R). But, using (2.9) we have that 
V(u-uh).Vwdfl- (g-gh)gdr, 
s r 
and then the orthogonality (2.7) yields that 
V(u-uh).V(w-w’)dn- 
s 
(g-gh)gdr VW~ES;. (2.16) 
r 
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Then (2.5), (2.12) and (2.13) yield the result (2.15). 
This result is a slight improvement over [15] insofar as the norm used in the (g - gh) 
term in (2.15), and is similar to a result proved in [3]. For problems with homogeneous 
boundary conditions we have g = gh = 0 so that (2.15) reduces to the usual estimate in that 
case. For general inear second order elliptic equations, the only complication which arises 
is that the boundary integral in (2.16) involves a linear combination of w and its normal 
and tangential derivatives instead of only the normal derivative. However, all the terms 
may be easily estimated to lead to (2.15). 
Having derived the estimates (2.8) and (2.15), it remains to relate these estimates to the 
approximation properties of the subspaces Sh and S,, . h At this point we will separately 
consider two choices for the approximation gh to g. 
gh = L’(T)-projection of g onto Srh 
We let gh be the L’(F)-projection of g onto Sr . h We denote this choice of gh by P,g. 
For such a choice we have the following results. 
LEMMA 2 
Given g EH’-(“~‘(I-) for r 2 1, let P,,g denote the L’(T)-projection of g onto Srh. Then, 
if Sh satisfies the approximation properties (2.4~(2.6), 
I/g - f’*g )I -(r/z),r s Ch’(/g llr-(lp),r. (2.17) 
Moreover, if g~H’+‘(r) for any L > 0, then 
zih II” - lihll* 5 ch’-‘I(jU ()I+ l/g Ilr+c,r). (2.18) 
3hlr = P*g 
Proof. By definition of Phr 
s r Phg)Vh dr = 0 vVh~srh. 
Then, for any uhESrh, 
Ilg - phg II -(r/z),r z s4& {S (s - phg)u dr/I/V ljlp,r} r 
= sup {J (g - P,g)(u - vh) dr/llu 111,2,1-} 
UEffw(r) r 
5 C/IV - ~*~)o,r~~g - Phg Ijo,r/lj~ 1) yz,r. 
By definition, Phg is the element of S,” which achieves (2.6), so that 
Also, (2.6) yields that 
l/g - phg Ilo,r 5 Ch’-(*‘2)llg I/r-(lp),r. (2.20) 
inf I/V - Uhllo,r I Ch”211u Illp,r. (2.2 1) 
Then, since in (2.19) vh is arbitrary in Srh, (2.19~(2.21) yield (2.17). 
(2.19) 
Problems having inhomogeneous essential boundary conditions 
Let II,u denote Sh-interpolant of U. Then, for ti*),. = Phg, 
I/u -iq, 5 1124 -l-I,u(l, + l/l?- &u/l,. 
Now, from interpolation theory, 
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(2.22) 
Ill.4 - n,u 11’ I Ch’_‘Ill4 11,. (2.23) 
We may chose tih so that it has the same value at all interior nodes as does lT,u. Then 
(t;” - ZZhu) = 0 in R except for a layer of elements adjacent to the boundary. The 
thicknesses of this layer is O(h). Then, if l&g denotes the Srh interpolant of g, we have, 
since (&,u)lr = n&, 
lltih - nh” l/l 5 ch -(“‘){ (It? - phg 1) m,I- + llg - nhg [lm.r} 
I w-‘/(g/J,_ (l/2),mJ s Ch’-‘llg Ilr+c,r. (2.24) 
Combining (2.22)-(2.24) then yields (2.18). 
COROLLARY 3 
Given gEH’+<(T) andfEH’-‘(R) so that the solution u of (l.lF(1.2) belongs to H’(a). 
Let Sh satisfy the approximation property (2.4k(2.6), and let gh = P,,g. Then for s = 0, 1, 
11~ - ~~11s 5 Ch’-“(11s Ilr+c,r + I/u/l& (2.25) 
Proof. Simply combine (2.4), (2.8) (2.15) (2.17) and (2.18). 
The estimate (2.18) requires g to be “slightly” smoother than is necessary for u to 
belong to H’(Q). What happens when g has minimal smoothness, i.e. when geH’-“2(T) 
but does not belong to H’(T)? In general it is not known whether or not 
I;; 11~ -chll, 5 Ch’-l(llullr+ IlsII,-(mr} 
3q = P/& 
and subsequently, (1~ - uhljs = 0(/r’-“), for s = 0, 1. However, for gEH’+‘(T), the estimate 
(2.25) is o.ptimal. Thus, if we use piecewise polynomials of degree I k, and r = k + 1, we 
have that IIU - uhl/,, = O(hk+‘) and I/U - ~~11, = O(h“). Finally we note that ifgh is chosen 
to be the H’-1i2(r)-projection ofg onto Sh, a totally impractical choice, then for smoothest 
splines one can obtain optimal error estimates even when g only belongs to Hr-‘/2(r). 
gh = interpolant of g in Srh 
Given g, to compute P,g will in general require the solution of a matrix problem whose 
size is proportional to the number of nodes on the boundary r. It is usually com- 
putationally simpler to choose gh to be the Srh interpolant of g, which we denote by l&g 
For such a choice of gh we have the following results. 
LEMMA 4 
Given g E H’-“2(r) for r 2 1, let l&g denote the Srh-interpolant of g. Then, if Sh satisfies 
the approximation properties (2.4)-(2.6), 
i& IIu - Ghlll I Ch'-lllull,. (2.26) 
LiQ = rls 
Moreover, if g E H’(T), then 
llg - IAs? Ii _ (I/W 5 Ch’llg Ilr,r. (2.27) 
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Proof. Standard interpolation theory yields the estimate (2.26). Since 
(2.27) follows from standard interpolation estimates. n 
COROLLARY 5 
With the same hypotheses as is in Corollary 3 except that now gh = &g, we have that 
(2.28) 
Moreover, if g EH’(T), then 
11~ - ~~110 5 Chr{lls /IQ- + 11~ llr}. (2.29) 
Proof. Simply combine (2.4) (2.8), (2.15) (2.26) and (2.27). 
Note that now only (2.29) requires g to be “slightly” smoother than necessary for u 
to belong to H’(R). The H’-error estimate (2.28) is optimal when g has minimal 
smoothness. What happens when g EH’- l”(r) but does not belong to H’(T)? In general 
it is not known whether or not the analogue of (2.17) holds, i.e. whether or not 
IIg - %g II -u/z),r 5 Ch’llg Ilr-(1,2),r. (2.30) 
Thus, whenever g E H’-“2(lY) and gh = IIhg, we do not know whether or not (2.15) implies 
that uh converges to U, in L’(Q), at an optimal rate. Computations, some of which are 
reported below, indicate that at least for 0 c [w2, one does obtain such an optimal rate of 
convergence. Furthermore, for gEH’(r), (2.29) does imply the L2(fl) optimality of the 
finite element approximation uh obtained from the choice gh = II,,g. 
Sample computational results 
We now report on some samples of the many computational experiments which have 
been carried out. These results are generated using the choice gh = IIhg. We take n to be 
the unit square, which we subdivide into smaller squares of side h in the usual manner. 
Each small square is further subdivided into two triangles. With respect to this partition 
of Q, we Zlefine Sh to be the space of Co(R) piecewise quadratic polynomials which are 
determined within each triangle by their values at the vertices and side midpoints of the 
triangle. 
Table 1 lists the results for the harmonic exact solution 
u = In [(l + x)’ + y*]. (2.31) 
The L2(Q) and H’(R)-errors are given for different values of the number of intervals in 
each direction in our subdivision, which for our case, is l/h. These errors are computed 
using a high order quadrature rule. Also given are the rates of convergence which are 
computed using the computed errors on successive grids. Results are given for both 
uniform grid and graded grid calculations, where the grading is determined by the 
transformations x-+x2 and y+y 3. Table 2 lists similar results for the exact solution 
u = exp (xy2), (2.32) 
where- now the nonuniform grid is determined by the transformations x -+sin (x/2) and 
y-+[exp 01) - 11/k - 1). 
The exact solutions used in Tables 1 and 2 were infinitely smooth. In Table 3 we 
consider the exact solution 
u = r’cos (cd) where r = (x2 + y’)“’ and tan 8 = y/x. (2.33) 
Problems having inhomogeneous essential boundary conditions 
Table 1. Computational results for the exact solution (2.31) using quadratic finite elements 
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ua. OF 
GRID INTERVALS d-ERROR $-RATE L2-ERROR L2-RATE 
UNIFORM 4 .707(-2) .239(-3) 
1.98 2.99 
8 .179(-2) .300(-4) 
6 .318(-2) .711(-4) 
1.99 3.00 
12 .799(-3) .890(-5) 
GRADED 4 .142(-l) .992(-3) 
1.92 2.93 
8 .376(-2) .131(-3) 
6 .658(-2) .306(-3) 
1.96 2.97 
12 .169(-Z) .390(-4) 
Table 2. Computational results for the exact solution (2.32) using quadratic finite elements 
NO. OF 
GRID INTERVALS d-ERROR HI-RATE L2-ERROR L2-RATE 
UNIFORM 4 .590(-l) .200(-Z) 
1.94 2.97 
8 .154(-l) .255(-3) 
6 .271(-l) .602(-3) 
1.97 2.99 
12 .691(-Z) .758(-4) 
NONUNIFORM 4 .846(-l) .373(-2) 
1.83 2.80 
8 .239(-l) .534(-3) 
6 .410(-l) .122(-2) 
1.91 2.90 
12 .109(-l) .163(-3) 
We can control the smoothness of u by varying c(. Indeed, we have that u EH’+‘(R) only, 
except when a is an integer, in which case u is a polynomial. In Table 3 we list some uniform 
grid results for three different values of a. 
All the computational results agree with the estimate 
I(u - zqs = O(lz-“) 
where u EH’(R), r I 3, and s = 0, 1. In particular, we see that the optimal error estimate 
is achieved even when g EH’- l”(r), indicating that at least in R2, (2.30) holds. Other 
computations, using linear and cubic finite element spaces yield analogous results. 
3. THE STATIONARY NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
In this section we consider the stationary Navier-Stokes equations of viscous incom- 
pressible flow 
- vAu+(u.V)u+Vp =f in R (3.1) 
div u = 0 in R (3.2) 
u=g on I (3.3) 
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Table 3. Computational results for the exact solution (2.33) using quadratic finite elements 
- ,__ 
NO. OF 
a r INTERVALS d-ERROR d-RATE L=-ERROR L2-RATE 
2.1 3.1 4 .221(-2) 
8 .599(-3) 
6 .103(-2) 
12 .277(-3) 
1.5 2.5 
1.1 2.1 
4 .857(-2) 
a .308(-2) 
6 .472(-2) 
12 .169(-2) 
4 .547(-2) 
8 .256(-2) 
6 .350(-2) 
12 .164(-2) 
.768(-4) 
1.88 
.104(-4) 
.239(-4) 
1.90 
.321(-5) 
.270(-3) 
1.47 
.485(-4) 
.990(-4) 
1.48 
.177(-4) 
.181(-3) 
1.10 
.424(-4) 
.775(-4) 
1.10 
.181(-4) 
2.88 
2.90 
2.47 
2.48 
2.10 
2.10 
where u is the fluid velocity field, p the pressure, f the body force, v the kinematic viscosity, 
and g the inhomogeneity on the boundary. For n = 2 or 3, we introduce the spaces of vector 
valued functions 
H’(Q) = [H’(R)]” 
H’(T) = [H’(r)]” 
H,‘(R) = (vEH’(R): v = 0 on T’> 
and the constrained scalar space 
L&I)={i@L’(Q): It// dQ=,). 
The weak formulation of (3.1)-(3.3) which we employ[9, 1 l] is, given feH_‘(Cl) and 
geH”‘(R), to seek (u,p)~H’(n) x L,‘(fi) such that u = g on r and 
U&I, v) + a,@, u, v) + b(v,p) = (f, v) VVEH,‘(R) (3.4) 
0, $) = 0 WE&W), (3.5) 
where 
u,(u, v) = v s Vu:Vv dR R 
a,(~, u, v) = ; 
s 
(w . Vu. v - w . Vv . u) dR 
R 
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and where (e, +) denotes the L2(R) or L2(R) inner product. We will need the following 
properties of the above forms [9, 1 l] 
l&u, v)( I v /IuII$II, Vu, =H’(Q) (3.6) 
(a,(w,u,v)l ~Kllul/,I(vll,Ilwll, Vu,v,=H’(Q) (3.7) 
and 
where K is a constant depending only on n and R. 
To define our approximate problem, we first choose finite dimensional subspaces 
Vh c H’(Q) and S,,” c Lo2. We then define 
Voh = {vhdh: vh = 0 on r} c H,‘(R). 
Then, as in Section 2, we let Vrh denote the restriction of functions in Vh to I- and we choose 
an approximation ghEVrh to g. We define our approximate solution by seeking 
(u”, ph)~Vh x S,,h such that uh = gh on r and 
ao(uh, v”) + a,(uh, uh, v”) + b(vh, p”) = (f, v”) VVhEVgh (3.9) 
b(uh, $“) = 0 VI,+~E&“. (3.10) 
The existence and uniqueness of the solutions of the problems (3.4)-(3.5) and 
(3.9F(3.10) are established in, e.g. [9], under appropriate conditions on the data f and g and 
on the approximating spaces Vh and S,,h. In [9] is also established the error estimate 
1111 - UhIIl +IJP -PhIlo s c{ kJ* 
r+ = gh 
Here we are concerned with estimating the velocity error in the L’(R)-norm. We note that, 
under conditions on Sz, that [17] if f and g are smoother, 
Ilull2 + IIP Ill s CMo + Il&d~ 
To employ a duality argument, we introduce the problem of, given ueH2(R), seeking 
p EH,‘(SZ) and cp eLo2(R) such that 
a,(~, cc) + a,(~, v, a) + a,(~, u, cc) + b(v, cp) = (u - uh, v) VVE:H,‘(Q) (3.12) 
b(lc, $) = 0 V$ ~&Yfl). (3.13) 
This is simply the formal adjoint of the Navier-Stokes equations linearized about a given 
flow u. In [ll, 121 it is shown that (3.12)-(3.13) possesses a unique solution which satisfies 
the estimate 
Ilal12+ IlcpII141~--hII0 (3.14) 
where C depends on IIul12. W e now have the following result. 
THEOREM 6 
Given feL’(Q) and geH312(T) so that the solution of (3.4)--(3.5) satisjies 
(u,p)~H~@) x H’(Q). Let (cc, q)EH2(R)nHo’(n) x H’(Q)fl L:(n) denote the solution of 
the adjoint problem (3.12)-(3.13). Let (uh,ph)~Vh x Sob be the solution of (3.9)-(3.10) 
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satisfying I$ = g” w h ere g” is some approximation to g. Then 
11~ - ~“jl~ s C{h# - ~~111 + 11~ - uhil: + 11~ - phl(ol 
+ 1111 -q: + llg - ghII -(L,z),r} 
where C depends on IIu/12. 
ProojI Subtracting (3.9F(3.10) from (3.4~(3.5) yields that 
a,(u - Uh, v”) + a,@, u - Uh, v*) + al(u - Uh, u, v”) - a,(u - uh, u - uh, v”) 
+ 6(vh,p -ph) = 0 VVhEV,h 
b(u - uh, t,bh) = 0 Vt,bhcS,h. 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
Now g admits an extension g*gH’(i2), and we may easily construct a function gaeVh such 
that gkl,- =gh. Let u,, =u -g* and ut = uh- gk. Now, in the “adjoint” problem 
(3.12~(3.13), let v = u. - I&H@) and @ =p -ph~L#). We then have that 
a& - uh, p) + a,(~, u - u”, a) + U&I - uh, u, p) + b(u - uh, cp) 
- ao(g* - Id*> PI - a,(u, g* - i&P) - a&* - & UT a) 
- b(g* - g”*, cp) = (u - uh, uo - $3 (3.18) 
b(p,p - ph> = 0. (3.19) 
Now, (3.12)-(3.13) is a weak form of the differential equation 
- VA/I +Vp -(~.V)I( +(Vu)r.~(=u-uh, (3.20) 
the equality holding in H-‘(R), and since p EH*(ZZ), cp EH’(R), also in L2(i2). Indeed, (3.20) 
is the formal adjoint of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations. Multiplying (3.20) by 
g* - g”*, integrating over R, then yields that 
ao(g* - g!, a) + a,(~, g* - g!+z P) + a,(g* - g”*, u, a) + b(g, - g”*, VP) 
= (U - uh, g* - &I+ s r {v(g - g*). VP . n - cp(g - $1. n} dr (3.21) 
Combining (3.16~(3.17), (3.18)-(3.19) and (3.21) then yields 
I/u - u”I); = ao(u - Uh, /l - vh) + a,(u, u - Uh, p - v”) + a,(u - Uh, u, p - v”) 
- a,(u - Uh, u - Uh, jl - v*) + Ul(U - Uh, u - Uh, /l) 
+b(u-uh,cp-+h)+b(p-~,~-~h) 
+ s r {a - gh) . VP .n--p(g-gh).n)dT. 
Using (3.6k(3.8) yields 
IIU-Uhll~~ {<v +2qulII)IIu-uhllI +fqIu-uhIl:++IIP -Ph(lo}lll( -vhlll 
+ u+ - Uhlll>ll~ - lClhl10 + Kllu - u”ll:llPlI1 
+C + II Cp II mr /lg - ghll -( p),rWhESoh and vheVd. w- 
(3.22) 
Problems having inhomogeneous essential boundary conditions 
Now, by approximation theory, trace theorems [l] and (3.14) we have that 
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inf I/p - vhJI,  C/I lip II2 I Ch l/u - d/O (3.23) 
&v,,h 
(3.24) 
IIP II1 5 Ila 112 5 cllu - uhllo (3.25) 
(3.26) 
and 
lb ll1,2,r 5 cllv l/1 5 cllu - Uh~~lJ. (3.27) 
Combining (3.22k(3.27) then yields (3.15). a 
The result (3.15) is analogous to the result (2.15) for second order elliptic equations. 
In (3.15), the first and third terms on the right-hand side are what one expects from the 
usual duality argument [2,5,16]. The second and fourth terms are due to the nonlinearity 
of the Navier-Stokes equations. The last term is due to the inhomogeneous boundary 
condition and is identical to the analogous term in (2.15). We also note that the 
nonlinearity also requires we assume more smoothness for u than was required in Theorem 
1. However, this is not an additional restriction since we need this additional smoothness 
anyway in order to obtain a better than O(h) estimate for the error in the velocity in the 
L2(R)-norm. 
The discussion in Section 2 concerning the effect of different choices for g” is applicable 
here since once again we need approximation theoretic estimates for the terms on the 
right-hand sides of (3.11) and (3.15). Results analogous to (2.26), (2.29) and (2.30) hold 
for the velocity error, except that a term proportional to /p II,_, must be added to the 
right-hand sides of those estimates. 
Sample computational results 
We now present the results of some sample computations for the Navier-Stokes 
equations. Here we use the same subdivision of the unit square as was used in the 
computational results presented in Section 2. For the velocity approximations, we use 
continuous piecewise linear functions defined over the triangles, while for the pressure 
approximations we use piecewise constant functions defined over the quadrilaterals. With 
appropriate post-processing for the pressure approximation, this element pair yields stable 
approximations to the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations[4,8]. We report on the 
result of three sets of computations. The first two have the exact solution for the velocity 
( sin (ZX) sin (27ry) ‘= x2(1 -x)sin(rcy) ) 
and 
( A exp (--)cos (x) ‘= O.lln[(l +x)*+y2] > 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
where A is chosen so that (3.2) is satisfied. 
The third set of results are for a physical problem, namely for flow in the neighborhood 
of a stagnation point (Heimenz flow), whose exact solution may be determined accurately 
as a solution of an ordinary differential equation [14]. For all computations, v = 1. For 
the problem with solution (3.28) the continuity equation (3.2) is also inhomogeneous. 
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Table 4. Computational results for the Navier-Stokes equations 
EXACT NO. OF 
SOLUTION 
$-ERROR IN 
INTERVALS VELOCITY El-RATE 
L2-ERROR IN 
VELOCITY L2-RATE 
(3.28) 6 
12 
7 
14 
(3.29) 6 .503(-2) 
12 .253(-2) 
7 .433(-2) 
14 .216(-2) 
Heimenz 6 
flow 
12 
7 
14 
.679(O) 
.341(O) 
.583(O) 
.293(O) 
.500(-l) 
.253(-l) 
.424(-l) 
.211(-l) 
.311(-l) 
.99 
.805(-2) 
.231(-l) 
.99 
.593(-2) 
.145(-3) 
.99 
.345(-4) 
.lOl(-3) 
1.00 
.258(-4) 
.180(-2) 
.98 
.457(-3) 
.126(-2) 
1.01 
.313(-3) 
1.95 
1.96 
2.00 
2.01 
1.98 
2.01. 
However, this does not appreciably change the results of this section[9]. Table 4 lists results 
for these computations. In all cases we obtain the predicted estimates, i.e. /Iu - uhl10 = O(h2) 
and /Iu - uhII, = O(h). 
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